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Chainq Mai - "Rose of the Nofth"
By Muffy Sinclair

Chiang Mai, "Rose of the Nofth" was our destination at the
beginning of March 2012. My husband, Larry, and I decided to spend a 3
day weekend in the northern part of Thailand and experience this cultural
and historic city. Leaving from Singapore, we were able to fly directly into
Chiang Mai on a Thursday night. We stayed and spent time primarily in
'old Chiang Mai', within the'walled city'which was started in the late 13th
century. This area is the historic hub of Chiang Mai and you can see
remains of the city wall and gate along with the moat that originally
surrounded the city for protection.
Some friends from JB referred us to a lovely hotel called Tamarind Village,
located in this historic area, charming, quiet, simple, tastefully decorated, and
convenient. It is a sanctuary in the middle of old Chiang Mai, named after a 200
year old tamarind tree that sits in its coufiard. It is built in a local traditional
architecture style and really provides a sense of Thai culture. Many ancient temples
along with a varied selection of restaurants, cafes and local boutiques are within
short wa ki n g d ista nces. http : //www.ta ma ri ndvi la ge. com/
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Our first day we had pre-arranged with the hotel to hire a local guide to take us to
the Bhuping Palace, (winter home of Thailand's Royal Family in the mountains) and to Wat Phrathat
Doi Suthep, the most famous temple in northern Thailand, which sits at the top of Doi Suthep, about
15 km from Chiang Mai. Although you can find local touring companies or taxis to take you up the
mountain, or even rent a motorbike, we opted to hire our own guide and driver for the day. Both
places are well worth the trip. The palace buildings, which we could
view only from the outside, are simple yet graceful, but the
gardens at Bhuping Palace were alive with color and species of
flower. The rose garden alone is a feast for your eyes and nose,
but there are also flower varieties such as vincas, snapdragons,
fuscias, pansies, violas, geraniums, hibiscus, and a great many
others. The air is cooler in the mountains, which fosters this
greater variety of plants, It was truly a splendid way to spend the
early morning.
We continued on our tour to Wat Phrathat Doi Suthep, the famous temple
at the top of the mountain (Doi Suthep). Our guide, Amy, was very
knowledgeable in the history of Chiang Mai and its temples and provided us with

a fascinating tour of this magnificent and holy temple. She shared with us
information about Buddhism and some of its practices, including the symbolism
and meanings of the Buddha postures and hand gestures you €ee in various
statues,

We also hiked

to

some well-known
waterfall sites in this mountain area but the
season was too hot and dry and the waterfalls we

saw that day were a bit disappointing. March is
the early paft of the hot and dry season and in
fact there is a hazy quality to the air from the
dryness and some burning that occurs in the mountains, After lunch at
a local Thai restaurant in the mountains, we finished up our day
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visiting another temple and a couple of local craft workshops where we could see how Thai silk was
made (from silk-worms to finished cloth), and also watch the process of making umbrellas using paper
made from the bark of a saa tree. Both were fascinating processes to observe and we really enjoyed
our visit. We did not find it overrun with tourists and Amy translated for us so we could talk with the
local workers and artisans. By the time we arrived back at our hotel (about 5:30pM), we were
exhausted, ate a delightful meal at the hotel restaurant, and planned an early night because we had
booked an adventure tour of zip-lining in the jungle, for the next day.
We were picked up for our "Flight of the Gibbon" at 6:30AM on Day
2 because we wanted to take this adventure in the coolest part of the day.
(http://www,treetopasia.com/about-us) After picking up 2 backpacking
couples from Switzerland and Canada, we headed up to the rain forest to
swing from tree to tree in the jungle. It was great fun! Our guide, Cash,
truly made the whole day quite special for each person, Safety is a priority
but so is fun and they accomplish both. The rainforest was beautiful and
quiet (except for our screams of laughter). we saw one pair of gibbons that
had been re-introduced to the wild along with their year old baby gibbon.
By 1lAM, we had finished our flying and set off to hike up a waterfall (this
one had plenty of water) and eat lunch at a local restaurant. Back at our
hotel by 1:30PM, we were ready to explore the city of Chiang Mai.

Temples and markets seem to be everywhere throughout chiang
Mai. You can walk up and down the streets within and outside the walled
city or take a local tuk tuk (taxi) to any of these places. Usually we walked
so we could stop when we wanted and explore some of the temples within
the walled city. Knees and shoulders must be covered to enter a temple.
The architecture is splendid and each temple has its own unique history
and style. We visited the 24-hour flower market near Chinatown that is
brilliant with fresh cut flowers many of which are delicately designed into
beautiful arrangements. It is also located near the Mae ping River, the main
waterway that irrigates and supports the rice paddies, gardens, and much
of the agriculture in this part of Thailand.
That same evening, we walked further down along the river to the night street market, held on
Saturday evening. The market continues for many blocks, and you can buy anything you can imagine
for very inexpensive prices, (yes, haggling is encouraged). There is also another walking street market
on Sunday evening in the 'old Chiang Mai" section of town, right outside our hotel. We missed this
market so if you're inclined to shop, you might want to stay over Sunday night to enjoy this local
event.
Sunday morning, we completed our 3 day holiday with a fabulous massage at Tamarind Village,
treating ourselves after our many hours of walking to another local tradition. We learned that there
are many massage parlors and spas available in Chiang Mai at very inexpensive prices but the quality
of the massage and level of privacy and cleanliness might vary quite a bit.
We found that there were plenty of activities and places in Chiang Mai
province we didn't have time to do during our shoft stay including an
elephant sanctuary, a long-boat trip down the Mae ping River, and hiking in
Doi Inthanon National Par( just to name a few. However, we found
wherever we went in chiang Mai, that the people were gracious, the city was
lovely and clean, the food delicious, and the history and architecture were
fascinating. we look forward to another trip back to the "Rose of the North."

